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Introduction 

Lightning protection of 20-500 kV OHL is a great issue for South-East Asia regions. 
Especially it concerns Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, Philippines and China where lightning 
activity constitutes 300-400 hours per year. Previously it was suitable for power utilities to have 
periodical blackouts, but the progress of economical and industrial development of these regions as 
well as the enhancement of consumers’ requirements for reliable electric power supply made power 
utilities to invest more and more resources in OHL lightning protection. Application of Line 
Lightning Protection Devices (LLPDs) based on the multi-chamber system (MCS) technology is 
one the ways to reinforce lightning performance of overhead power lines.  

In this report lightning trip-out accidents of 33 kV OHL in Malaysia have been considered, 
and field service of lightning protection has been analyzed before and after installation of LLPD 
SAD35z. 

Preliminary analysis of lightning performance. 

Versus to voltage ratings accepted in Russia, the studied Malaysian OHL is rated as 33 kV 
with maximum line voltage of 36 kV. The line is operated by Tenaga Nasional Berhad (TNB) 
Company; its route is located in Perak region on Malay Peninsula between settlements Langkap and 
Bidor.   The line is double circuit, first, two circuits are installed on lattice towers protected with 
shielding wire (section I, Fig.1, a), then each circuit is split into two parallel lines installed on 
individual concrete poles with wooden cross-arms without shielding wire (section II, Fig.1, b). OHL 
performance is given in Table 1.  

Table 1.  Parameters of “Perak” 33 kV OHL  

Parameter 
Value for 

Section I Section II 
Number of circuits 2 1 
Length, km 7,8 20 

Tower/pole type 
Metal 

32 towers 

Concrete with wooden 
cross-arms 
 73 poles 

Tower height, m 22 13 
Average span length, m 240 270 
Insulator string type 3 х PS-70D 3 х PS-70D 
Annual average of lightning 
duration, h 

320 320 

Neutral arrangement NER 16 Ohm 
 
 



               

      
                                       а)                                                                 б)  

Fig. 1. Towers on “Perak” 33 kV OHL sections: a) section I, b) section II. 

Generalized operational data on OHL lightning trip-outs as of January 2015 through May 
2016 are given in Table 2. Average lightning performance constitutes 57 trip-outs per 100 km per 
year (this value is rather high as compared to the requirements specified for Russian 35 kV power 
line).  

Table 2. Operational data of 33 kV line lightning performance 

OHL length, km 

Number of lightning trip-outs during 
period 

Average lightning 
performance, 1/100 

km/year 01.2015–12.2015 01.2016–05.2016 

27,8 15 7 57 

To evaluate the efficiency of lightning performance enhancement and to define line trouble 
spots the lightning performance analysis has been carried out. Calculations of annual number of 
OHL trip-outs have been performed in accordance with recommendations from [1, 2]. Calculation 
procedure of finding insulation flashover probability and LLPDs’ triggering at lightning stroke to 
wire and tower is described in [3, 4].  

Calculation scheme for double-circuit section with metal towers is shown on Fig.2. The 
scheme represents a series-connection of inserted blocks of three-phase transmission line with pole 
tapping.  Lightning represented as the source of impulse current and lightning channel surge 
impedance strikes the conductor of one phase or the tower.           

To perform the calculations the following input data on OHL design and lightning discharge 
parameters have been taken: 

• Geometrical arrangement of conductors and ground wires is set according to the 
configuration of their suspension on towers. Cross-arms and towers are represented 
as lumped inductances calculated on the basis of running inductance of 1 µH/m; 

• Tower footing resistance is 15-20 Ohm; 
• Maximum operating line voltage is 36 kV; 
• Current source produces Heidler’s shaped current pulse [5]. 



 

 
Fig. 2. Calculation scheme of 33 kV OHL on section I in APR-EMTP at lightning stroke at mid-span. 



• Insulation strength is 270 kV. For the section with poles with wooden cross-arms 
there has been additionally taken the dielectric strength of a tree of 100 kV per one 
meter of cross-arm. 

In order to determine the probability of insulator flashover an additional statistical element 
has been inserted in ATP-EMTP model. It allows to take into account statistical nature of lightning 
current pulse parameters, to define the number of numerical experiments with pulse parameters 
governed by log-normal distribution. Calculation of transient process caused by lightning strike is 
repeated many times and each time maximum values of pulse current at insulator flashed over under 
a given lightning current are recorded [6]. As a result, we calculate the number of lightning strikes 
causing flashovers.  The ratio between this number and the total number of lightning strikes may be 
considered as the assessment of insulator flashover probability. The more calculations of one series 
are done, the more realistic are the results of distribution. Parameters of lightning current pulse were 
defined in accordance with IEEE recommendations [2]. 

Estimated data of OHL lightning performance are given in Table 3. Both outages resulting 
from direct lightning strike (DLS) to wire, tower (and to conductor in case of section II) and those 
induced by overvoltage (IO) have been taken into account for final calculations. Irrespective of 
ground wire availability on metal towers of section I, this section exhibits the index of outages 
which is half as much as that one of section II with wooden cross-arms and without ground wire. 
Almost every lightning strike to conductor without ground wire on section II leads to insulator 
string flashover on one phase, but due to insulating wooden cross-arm the arc is 1 m longer in this 
case. This makes power arcing substantially less probable (from 0.78 to 0.28 in case of single phase 
flashover, see Table 3) enhancing in a way the power line lightning performance.  

Similar situation has been observed when assessing the number of outages caused by IO.  
Owing to additional dielectric strength of wooden cross-arms and low towers the number of outages 
induced by overvoltage on section II makes only 10% of all lightning outages, while it is about 30% 
on section II.  

Table 3. Calculated values of 33 kV OHL lightning performance 

OHL section type I II 
Length, km 7,8 20 
Number of lightning flashs, 1/year 22 45 

Flashover probability 
Single-phase. 0,13 0,85 
Double or tri-
phase. 0,09 0,15 

Probability of power arcing 
Single-phase 0,78 0,18 
Double or tri-
phase 0,66 0,11 

Number of outages caused by DLS, 1/year 
Single-phase 2,2 6,8 
Double or tri-
phase 1,4 0,7 

Number of outages due to IO, 1/year 2,0 0,9 
Total number of outages on section, 1/year 5,7 8,4 
Section lightning performance, 1/100 km/year 73 42 
Line lightning performance, 1/100 km/year 51 



 
The results correlate accurately with operating experience data. The difference between 

operating and calculation data may be explained either by estimated errors or by experimental data 
poor statistic – only one and half year observations have been presented, footing resistance data 
have been proven to be insufficient.  

 
Solutions for OHL lightning performance enhancement 

Installation of Line Lightning Protection Device SAD35z [7] may be considered as one of 
powerful tools to enhance the “Perak” 33 kV OHL lightning performance. 

SAD35z are applied to protect 35 kV power lines against lightning stroke, against back-
flashovers from tower to conductor and against induced over-voltages. Different DLS and IO 
effects prescribe different minimum operating performance of LLPDs exposed to these effects. DLS 
LLPDs should successfully quench the fault arc upon heavy pulse current passing (30 kA in case of 
SAD35z) with half-width around 50-200 µs, while pulse current in case of IO LLPD flashover is 
1.5-3 kA with 1/4 µs shape.  

The arrangement of DLS protecting LLPDs implies the installation of 3 LLPDs per each 
tower in order to ensure the maximum protection. In case of lightning strike to phase conductor the 
overvoltage wave propagates to neighbor towers and nearest LLPDs triggering them with high 
probability. Thus, it is necessary to ensure the protection of not only one studied tower (for 
example, that one with high footing resistance or standing on a hill), but the protection of neighbor 
towers as well. Emergency cases for 35 kV power lines with insulated neutral are meant outages 
caused by two-phase flashovers. To provide the efficient protection against outages two LLPDs 
mounted on the same tower should be actuated, so quenching voltage of each LLPD SAD35Z 
should be at least half of maximum line voltage, i.e. 20,25 kV of effective value.  

IO protecting LLPDs’ arrangement supposes the installation of one unit per tower with 
phase sequence followed [8]. The IO nature suggests a simultaneous occurrence of overvoltages of 
the same magnitude at all phases. When LLPDs are triggered on tower, the flashover probability of 
neighbor phase on the same tower and of the same phase of neighbor tower is decreased, at the 
same time the LLPD of another phase is actuated on neighbor tower. This forms the loop for fault 
current flowing through tower footing resistance, in most cases this current is substantially smaller  
than fault current in case of two phase flashover on one tower, that provides better conditions for 
arc quenching. To provide efficient protection against outages quenching voltage of each LLPD 
should make at least half of maximum line voltage while accounting for Ohmic resistance in test 
circuit simulating footing resistance. 

As far as it concerns the studied 33 kV OHL, DLS-caused outages are of vital interest, that 
is why the arrangement of LLPDs ensuring the protection against DLS has been chosen for 
assessment.  

To evaluate expected rate of line outages after LLPDs mounting similar calculations have 
been carried out with SAD35z application. Insulation strength has been changed in test circuit, with 
breakdown voltage being of 230 kV. Arcing probabilities are replaced by probabilities of LLPD’s 
unsuccessful triggering. For given voltage class with effectively earthed neutral this probability 
makes 10%. It accounts for possible exceeding rated pulse current passed through LLPD under DLS 



effect and probability of possible arc quenching failure due to possible exceeding nominal 
quenching voltage. 

Calculation of outage rates has been carried out for each section in the context of installation 
of one, two or three SAD35z on tower to protect one circuit. Calculation results are given in Table 
4. The results show that in case the whole line is equipped with LLPDs its lightning performance 
may become 6-7 fold greater.  

Table 4 Calculated lightning performance of 33 kV OHL with installed SAD35z 

SAD35z 
arrangement 

Expected outage rates per, 1/100 
km/year SAD35z 

arrangement 

Expected outage rates per, 1/100 
km/year 

under 
DLS 
effect 

under IO 
effect Total under DLS 

effect 
under IO 

effect Total 

Section I Section II 

 

47 26 73 

 

37 5 42 

 

24 16 40 

 

23 2 25 

 

13,1 6,9 20 

 

7,8 0,5 8,3 

 

8,4 2,1 10,5 

 

6,7 0,1 6,8 

 
Based on the results of preliminary analysis of OHL lightning performance various options 

of SAD35z installation have been considered, both with full and partial phase protection. Protection 
sections have been selected with respect to high footing resistances and probability of insulation 
breakdown. The customer’s feedback has been taken into account to arrange LLPDs on towers with 
suspended insulation – from operating experience of the last years the most part of insulators 
damaged by fault arc was located on metal towers. 

These observations were a logical consequence of calculation-based conclusion that the line 
section with double-circuit metal towers where each tower was equipped with suspension insulator 
strings is more vulnerable to lightning strikes. The best engineering solution assumed the protection 
of all phases on each equipped tower. Firstly, LLPDs must be installed on line section with metal 
towers and the rest of them should be uniformly distributed along line section with wooden cross-
arms.  

According to the budget of the project aiming to enhance the “Perak” 33 kV OHL 
performance, technical recommendations prescribe to install in total 260 SAD35z: full phase 
protection against DLS should be 76% ensured on one circuit of the line and against IO outages 



with phase sequence must be 19% ensured on the line located on terrain with strongly screening 
objects (trees).   

Operating experience 
 

The first project stage for the “Perak” 33 kV line modernization suggested installing 180 
SAD35z: there have been installed 21 LLPDs with phase sequence on 21 towers, 159 LLPDs with 
full protection of one circuit on 53 towers – the section with metal towers and a part of section with 
concrete poles and wooden cross-arms. Installation works have been finished in June 2016. Starting 
with this moment during two lightning periods up to March 2017 there have been recorded 3 
lightning-caused outages of protected circuit.  

Comparative data on lightning-caused OHL outages within the period before and after 
SAD35z installation are given in Table 5. Smaller value of actual lightning-caused outages 
compared to estimated value points to the fact that there is a reserve of SAD35z quenching 
capability in proposed procedure. The difference between calculation results and operation 
experience upon SAD35z installation may be explained by a sequence of assumptions made in 
calculation process (absence of screening objects, terrain features, mutual position of towers on 
section with two circuits/lines). The results of described pilot operating experience may contribute 
to evaluate LLPDs working capacity and specify a share of successful extinctions in the future. 

 
Table 5. Comparative data of lightning-caused outages of the “Perak” 33 kV OHL 

Number of lightning outages  
before installation of SAD35z, 

1/year 

Number of lightning outages after 
installation of 180 SAD35z, 

1/year 

Forecasted number of 
lightning outages after 

installation of 260 
SAD35z, 1/year 

Calculated From operating 
experience Calculated From operating 

experience Calculated 

14 15,9 6,9 4* 4,5 

* recalculation for 9-month period of observations 
  

Conclusions 

 Calculation and operating data on lightning-caused outages correlate with one another and 
this fact goes to prove the reliability of applied procedure.  

 Successful operating experience of the “Perak” 33 kV OHL confirms the efficiency of 
LLPD SAD35z application as effective mean of enhancing lightning performance of power lines 
located in regions of high lightning density and with high soil resistivity. 
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